Further comments on the
development of the Forward Physics
Facility experimental program
FPF is still a study, no CERN commitment yet. The current forward program with LHC neutrinos is
FASER, FASERnu and SND@LHC. These will provide, for example, a few tens of tau-neutrinos. For
large statistics, FPF will be needed. See: Albert De Roeck’s talk from Nutau 2021.

• Preliminary Scienti c requirements and concepts for the detectors.
• Preliminary organization for the FPF
• Progress towards a FLArE or a noble liquid tracking calorimeter.
Milind Diwan Brookhaven National Laboratory 11/2/2021
— with Jonathan Feng, Maria Vittoria Garzelli, and Felix Kling
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Experiment

Science Priority

Technology

Faser 2

Long-live neutral particles decay

Large decay volume (super-conducting) magnetic spectrometer

FASERnu2

Neutrino Interactions

Tungsten/Emulsion 20 tons. Veto and interface tracker for muons

AdvSND

Neutrino Interactions on/o axis

Hybrid electronic and tungsten/emulsion detector with had. cal.

FORMOSA

Milicharged particles

Scintillation bars with photomultiplier readout.

FLArE

DM scattering and neutrino interactions

Noble liquid TPC (liquid argon or krypton) 10-20 tons

See: FPF short paper 2109.10905
Also see: Nutau 2021 workshop https://indico.bnl.gov/event/10495/
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Organization
Regular workshops for FPF
US based working group focused on FLArE
Technology

Status

Collaboration

Large decay volume (super-conducting) magnetic spectrometer

previous experience from
FASER

International (21 int. 9 countries).
US: UCI, UWash, Oregon

Tungsten/Emulsion 20 tons. Veto and interface tracker for muons

previous experience from
FASERnu

International (21 int. 9 countries).
US: UCI, UWash

AdvSND

Hybrid electronic and tungsten/emulsion detector with had. cal.

Previous SND and SHiP
collaborations.

55 institutions.

FORMOSA

Scintillation bars with photomultiplier readout.

Developing collaboration

——

FLArE

Noble liquid TPC (liquid argon or krypton) 10-20 tons

Developing collaboration

——

Experiment

Faser 2
FASERnu2

• Responsibility for facility/infrastructure will obviously be carried out by CERN.
• Coordination amongst the detector collaborations will be desirable.
• Reminder: HL-LHC start 2027. Well matched for snowmass and P5 deliberations.
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Progress on FLArE Detector Design
‣ All dimensions are in milimeter (this is not a design, just a sketch)
‣ In particular, the GTT cryostat has corrugations which need to be considered (Bo Yu
‣ The gap needed for safety is inspired by NeXO design with similar HV needs
TPC-side view 2
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Issues to be resolved in design process —
Item

Choice

Liquid ll

If we made the choice for LKr only then
LAr or LKr or keep both options open detector could be much smaller for same
mass.

Cryostat and TPC dimensions

Keep the total to active volume ratio Cryostat, eld cage, HV design must be
integrated.
small (for LKr)

Cathode/anode

Central cathode with two anode
planes. (makes two drift volumes)

Doubles channels, but better for HV safety.
cathode must be transparent to light

Photon readout

SiPM’s. Cannot use PMTs to keep
the unused volume small.

Will need large number of channels.

Comments

Wavelength shifter for scintillation
LAr: 128 nm, LKr: 150 nm
light

Will require R&D to understand this issue.

SiPM density, timing resolution and This requires detailed simulations and R&D. A minimum density is needed for
recognizing contained events versus muons for trigger. Timing resolution is needed to
trigger
associate with LHC bunch.

Anode electrode design

Pixels versus wires

Anode readout pitch

2 or 5 mm (LKr has higher signal)
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Simple wire geometry may not be possible
because of straight thru muons. Need
Simulation input.
Depends on kinematic resolution needed
and also signal to noise.

Conclusion
• A noble liquid detector for FPF is being considered along with other technologies
• Simulation e ort has begun to understand event containment, EM shower resolution,
reconstruction and detector integration. (Jianming Bian and Wenjie Wu)

• For a liquid argon/liquid krypton TPC, detailed examination of the geometry indicates that
the rate of muon background is manageable.

• Given the geometry (extremely forward), a high density scintillation measurement is

needed to isolate neutrino events for each bunch crossing and contained in the detector.

• Big improvement in performance for EM showers may be possible if we can use LKr.
(Radeka)

• Initial discussions on LKr feasibility have been encouraging.
• A strong US collaboration for FLArE is obviously welcome.
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